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	Text14: 2-4 The Esplanade Inverloch
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	Text16: The proposed development is completely inappropriate for the site and location. The site sits beside the Glade, a community space, suitable for families, community events which caters for residents of Inverloch of all ages. 
The development is completely incongruous withe the surrounds, which consists of single storey buildings, surrounded by remnant bush and Inverloch's iconic 'Rainbow Park' (Wyeth-McNamara Park). I was raised in Inverloch I moved back to the area and spend time in the town with my parents and brother, because of the community values, the native vegetation and character. Developments like this impact the overall character of the town, which Inverloch hs largely managed to avoid. Allowing a development such as this will set the tone for other large developments, leading to more large and obnoxious buildings that are not in keeping with the the tone and aesthetics that Inverloch represents. This development is also incongruous with the 2021-25 Council Plan top Strategic Objectives, including 'Protecting the Natural Environment', 'Healthy Community' & 'Our Places'. This development goes against these. 
	Text17:  The Glade is reknown for community events, as a family friendly space suitable for all ages. When I consider attending events there, walk through with my family, or hold a picnic with my Book Club, being overshadowed by an obnoxious, overpowering development will discourage me from attending events in the Glade, impacting on the business that I can provide to local traders.

There are already two pubs within a short distance from the site, so a roof top bar in that location is unnecessary, shifting trade from established businesses as well as being an inappropriate location for a bar, in the Glade which is a family-friendly location. I would not feel comfortable taking my nieces and nephew, or my future children to the Glade.
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	Text10: 4-storey mixed use development including apartments and rooftop bar
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